
 

 

DETAILED DIY PREP 

I’ve worked with every comfort level of bride. So there is no judgment here if you 
want to laminate this printable. Prepping flowers is what honestly takes the longest 
(and makes the most mess), but it makes everything else a breeze later on! Have your 
bestie or mum at the ready along with a basic understanding of what follows:  

 

Checklist       Supplies                               Purpose/Notes  

 Floral snips and 
scissors 

Have extra pairs for your helpers! 

 Hydration buckets I recommend short buckets or plastic bathroom 
trashcans from the Dollar Store. 

 11-inch zip ties Used to tie off bouquets. 

 Extra vases or mason 
jars 

Great for delicate, small flowers. 

 Green stem tape To wrap bouts and corsages. 

 Straight pins and 
ribbon 

I recommend double-faced satin ribbon and 
average one yard per bouquet. 

 Garden gloves One word: thorns. Get your mani on the wedding 
day. 

 Transportation 
buckets and towels 

Laundry baskets or boxes work great. Surround 
with old towels to secure. Drive slow. I know, I 
hate it too. 

 Classy box of wine Needs no explanation. 



 

Upon Receiving Your Flowers:  

o  OPEN THE BOX IMMEDIATELY: Count, cut, hydrate!   

o  ROSES: Cut stems and let them drink for at least 1 HOUR BEFORE removing 
cardboard wrapping. This will keep their heads from drooping like a brooding 
teen.   

o  ORGANIZE LIKE WITH LIKE: Group greens with greens, roses with roses, 
etc. It will make the design process fly-by.   

o  REMOVE FOLIAGE AND GUARD PETALS: Pull off all unwanted leaves; 
it will save time in the designing phase if you do this in advance. For roses, you 
will want to take off the guard petals, which is the outside layer of petals.  

o  CUT STEMS AT AN ANGLE AND HYDRATE: So important that you cut 
and immediately hydrate! When you cut a flower it takes a breath, so you don’t 
want it to ‘breathe’ air, or the air will travel to the head and make it droop. 
CUT + HYDRATE. You got this!   

o  AMPLE SPACE: Your flowers won’t open if they are crowded. Buy more 
buckets. SPEND THE FIVE DOLLARS. I BELIEVE IN YOU.  

o        5% RULE: Know that every bud isn't going to be perfect. As a florist, when I 
pick up my flowers locally or have them shipped in, I know I will have a 5% 
loss because I'm dealing with fresh 'produce' that has been shipped from all 
over the globe. This doesn't mean you received below-par flowers. It's just part 
of being your own florist. I always save my broken buds for cake flowers, small 
vases, or bouts/corsages.  

  
 


